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Semileptonic kaon decays have played a central role in
our understanding of avour physics. In particular, the
K
e3
decay mode is often presented as the most accurate
and theoretically cleanest source for the extraction of the
Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix element jV
us
j [1]. However,
as new high precision experiments are planned and the
theoretical tool of eective eld theory has been pushed to
higher orders, an update of the theoretical analysis of such
decays is needed. In particular, it is interesting to improve
as much as possible the theoretical analysis underlying the
extraction of jV
us
j. This is presently based on the following
ingredients: a calculation of the hadronic form factors [2]
at order p
4
in chiral perturbation theory (CHPT) [3,4],
supplemented by a model-dependent estimate of the order
p
6
eects [5]. As for the radiative corrections, the model
independent short distance leading logarithms [6,7] have
been included, together with a model dependent estimate
of the long distance contributions [8,9,10,11].
It is the purpose of this paper to work out the radiative
corrections to the K
`3
decays (` = e; ) within the frame-
work of CHPT, the eective theory of the standard model
at low energy. The appropriate formalism for including vir-
tual photons in purely mesonic low-energy processes has
been presented in [12,13,14]. This scheme was then ex-
tended for the treatment of semileptonic interactions by
the additional inclusion of virtual leptons [15]. The goal
of our analysis is to obtain the size of such corrections
and quantify the theoretical uncertainty to be assigned
to them. This will allow us to understand how well one
can know jV
us
j once new high statistics experiments col-




The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we
recapitulate CHPT in the presence of virtual photons and
leptons. The basic K
`3
phenomenology in the absence of
electromagnetism is reviewed in Sect. 3. The structure of
the radiative corrections toK
`3










lated in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6 we propose a specic treatment
of the real photon emission in the K
+
`3
case. In Sect. 7
we illustrate our general considerations by a numerical
study of the K
+
e3
decay and the description of a procedure
to extract the Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix element jV
us
j
from experimental data. Our conclusions are summarized
in Sect. 8. Appendix A contains a summary of integrals
appearing in various mesonic one-loop amplitudes and Ap-
pendix B collects several photonic loop functions. In Ap-
pendix C we report a set of coeÆcients appearing in the
next-to-leading order expansion of the form factors.
2 The standard model at low energies
The appropriate theoretical framework for the analysis of
electromagnetic eects in semileptonic kaon decays is a
low-energy eective quantum eld theory where the asymp-
totic states consist of the pseudoscalar octet, the photon
and the light leptons [15]. The corresponding lowest-order





























































The photon eld A

and the leptons `; 
`
(` = e; ) are
contained in (2.2) by adding appropriate terms to the






















































are spurion elds. At the
end, one identies Q
em
L;R






































Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix elements. For the construc-





















denotes the pion decay constant in the chiral limit and
in the absence of electroweak interactions. Explicit chiral



























is related to the quark condensate in the chi-





. This leads to the (lowest-































































































































Using (2.8), the numerical value of the coupling constant
Z ' 0:8 can be determined from the mass dierence of
the charged pions.
In our calculation we include terms in the low-energy













The most general local action at next-to-leading order













. The rst one, L
p
4
is the well-known Gasser-
Leutwyler Lagrangian [4] in the presence of the generalized










































































































































































, denotes the interaction of dynam-



























































































































































































































































































































































































The presence of virtual leptons requires also the addition





































































































we consider only terms quadratic in the lepton
elds and at most linear in G
F























has to be added [15].




































































can be found in [4] and in [12], respectively.
Their values are not modied by the presence of virtual




The \leptonic" coeÆcients 
i
have been determined rather
recently in [15] by using super-heat-kernel techniques [17].
In order to match our low-energy eective theory to
the standard model of strong and electroweak interactions,
we have to specify the precise physical meaning of the
parameter G
F
. In the presence of electromagnetism, this














































In other words, some part of the electromagnetic contri-





versa. (The coupling constant X
7
does not appear in ob-
servable quantities as it is always absorbed by the mass
renormalization of the charged leptons.)
Following [15], we identify G
F
with the muon decay
constant. To order , G
F
can be related to the measured
muon decay width by [18]








































. With this choice
of G
F
, the (universal) short-distance electromagnetic cor-
rection [6,7] of semileptonic charged current amplitudes
is fully contained in the coupling constant X
6
. To display

















































) (to leading order). With this splitting
of X
6












In this section we report the basic formulae of K
`3
phe-








stand for the physical
masses of the corresponding mesons involved in the process.
3.1 Invariant amplitude





















































































(t). The hadronic form factors depend on







3.2 Dalitz Plot density
It is customary to analyze the spin-averaged decay dis-
tribution (y; z) for K
`3

































) is the pion (charged lepton) energy in the
kaon rest frame, and M
K
indicates the mass of the de-





















Then the distribution (without radiative corrections) reads

(0)











































































(y; z) = 4(z + y   1)(1  y) + r
`













(y; z) = 2r
`












  z   r
`
): (3.8)
5In the analysis of K
e3



















a(y)   b(y)  z  a(y) + b(y); (3.9)
where
a(y) =


































c(z)   d(z)  y  c(z) + d(z); (3.11)
where
c(z) =
























4 Structure of radiative corrections to K
`3
decays
In decays involving charged particles, the observable quan-
tity always involves an inclusive sum over the parent mode
and nal states with additional photons. Therefore, when
considering radiative corrections one must include the ef-
fect of real photon radiation as well as virtual electromag-
netic corrections. Moreover, from a theoretical point of
view, only such an inclusive sum is free of infrared (IR)
divergences order by order in . In the present section we
give an overview on the analysis of K
`3
decays with in-
clusion of radiative corrections. We show how electromag-
netic corrections can be accounted for by using generalized
form factors and kinematical densities, whose specic form
we describe in detail in the following sections.
The virtual corrections will in general produce a shift
in the invariant amplitudeM!M+M. On the other
hand, the radiation of real photons (governed by an am-
plitudeM

) will produce a shift to the decay distribution
and rate.
The virtual electromagnetic corrections do not alter
the structure of the invariant amplitude (3.2) in terms of
the form factors f

(t), but change the form factors them-
selves. We denote by F

(t; v) the full form factors includ-
ing virtual electromagnetic corrections. Note that such ob-
jects now depend also on a second kinematical variable
(this is because F

cannot be interpreted anymore as ma-
trix elements of a quark current between hadronic states).



















. We observe here that F

contain
infrared singularities, due to low-momentum virtual pho-
tons: we regularize them by introducing a small photon
massM

. Summarizing, the eect of virtual corrections is
































) of loop amplitudes,

























depends on the massm
`
of the charged lepton, the mass
M of the charged meson, the variable v and has a logarith-
mic dependence with respect to the infrared regulatorM

.
The denition of  
c
is not unique (due to possible shifts
in the infrared nite parts), and we give our deinition in
(5.1). Once one species the form of  
c
, (4.2) serves also
as a denition of the structure-dependent eective form
factors f

(t; v). In the next section we shall present the
calculation of f

at next to leading order in CHPT.
Let us now comment on the radiative amplitudeM

,
and how it aects the decay distribution. In the intermedi-
ate stages of this work we shall use Low's theorem [19] to
obtain the leading components ofM

at small photon mo-







. However, it allows us to be more general
in the derivation of the radiatively-corrected decay dis-
tribution, by including at intermediate steps some higher
order terms in the chiral counting. We restore the correct
chiral counting by inserting in the nal expression for the







CHPT. Let us now sketch the analysis. The radiative am-




























radiative amplitude M, and thus to the full form factors
F

(t; v). Upon taking the square modulus and summing
over spins, the radiative amplitude generates a correction


(y; z) to the Dalitz plot density of (3.5). The observable
distribution is now the sum
(y; z) = 
(0)
(y; z) + 

(y; z): (4.5)
Both terms on the right hand side of this equation depend
on the full form factors F

and contain infrared diver-
gences (from virtual or real soft photons). Upon combin-
ing them, the observable density can be written in terms
of new kinematical densities A
i
and the eective form fac-
tors f

(t; v) dened in (4.2),






























At this order CHPT reproduces the results of Low's theo-
rem, with f
+
(t) = 1 and f
 
(t) = 0.
6where we have pulled out the short-distance enhancement
factor S
EW
discussed in Sect. 2. To rst order in , the
kinematical densities are given by
A
i































individual contributions contain infrared divergences, the
sum is nite. The factors 
IB
i
(y; z) originate from averag-




[see (4.3)] and are IR
nite. Note that both 
IR
(y; z) and 
IB
i
(y; z) are sensi-
tive to the treatment of the real photon emission. Details
on these corrections are given in Sect. 6.
Let us nally note that, in principle, the radiative ampli-
tude generates new terms in the density, proportional to





and higher in CHPT, and therefore we have
suppressed them in (4.6).
Summarizing, the resulting Dalitz density is formally










(y; z) ! A
i
(y; z): (4.8)
We want to stress here that although the structure de-
pendent electromagnetic eects in f

(t; v) are due to the
interplay between QCD dynamics and QED, the correc-
tions of order  included in the densities A
i
(y; z) are
universal in the sense that they are xed by gauge in-
variance and kinematics. However they do depend on the
choice of the experimental cuts to the photon spectrum
and they exhibit a certain ambiguity due to possible dif-










duced in (4.2) (we adopt the form given in (5.1) below).
We suggest that these modied densities be used in the
data analysis. This does not introduce any model depen-
dence, and takes care of very long distance electromagnetic
corrections. Such an experimental analysis of the Dalitz
plot density could then provide valuable information on
f

(t; v), to be confronted with theoretical calculations of
pure QCD and QCD+QED eects.
5 K
`3








In this section we analyze the form factors relevant for
K
`3
decays in the framework of CHPT, including elec-




. As for the non-
electromagnetic part, we shall give the results at order p
4





). In principle, the order p
6
corrections
can be easily included in our formalism, in order to make
a more accurate phenomenological analysis.
In Sect. 4 we have introduced the eective form factors
f

(t; v), from which the long distance virtual photon ef-
fects have been removed [see (4.2)]. We also stressed that
in order to give a meaningful denition of such objects one










perturbation theory from photonic loop contributions to




































In Appendix B we dene the auxiliary variables X, R, Y ,








ing Coulomb interaction between the charged particles in-















). It is IR divergent and singular when the two charged
particles are relatively at rest. In the case of K
+
decays,
this singularity is outside the physical region, while it oc-
curs on its boundary for the K
0
decay, implying a larger
overall eect. It is convenient to write the form factors in a
form suitable for a resummation of (potentially large) IR
and Coulomb eects. At the same time we want this rep-





. We achieve this by writing the full form factors as








































(t) represent the pure QCD contributions to the
form factors (in principle at any order in the chiral ex-





generated by the non-derivative Lagrangian
dened in (2.1) (proportional to Z). Diagrammatically









(t), we have included also the electromag-
netic counterterms relevant to 
0










(v) represent the non-local photonic loop con-
tribution (once the Coulomb term has been removed).




are smooth functions of the variable v in the physical
region, allowing one to perform a linear expansion in
the Dalitz variables y; z.
Each term in the above decomposition is scale-independent.
We now give the full expressions for the form factor comp-
ponents, in terms of loop functions dened in Appendix A.


































































This expression is essentially the pure QCD form factor
at O(p
4
) [2], except for the inclusion of electromagnetic




, due to 
0







(t) [2,4] is reported in Appendix A, and
the leading order 
0
{ mixing angle "
(2)
has already been














































































































































They are related to the one-loop o-diagonal element of
the squared mass matrix in the 
0





















The analogous contribution for the f
 








































The last  1 in Eq. (5.21) of [13] should be replaced by +1;








































































































The sum in the last line runs over meson pairs occurring










(t) are listed in Appendix C.









































































































































) given in Appendix B.






































































































































































As previously, the sum runs over meson pairs occurring





the relevant meson pairs, are reported in Appendix C.




























































































































5.3 The eective form factors for K
e3
decays
In the analysis of K
e3
decays (where only F
+
is observ-







































Exploiting the ambiguity in the denition of the function
 
c
, here we choose to shift a smooth function of v from the
form factor to  
c
itself. The advantage is that the eective
form factor becomes a function of the single variable t.
This trick is not possible in the treatment of K
3
decays,





6 Corrections to kinematical densities
As an illustration of the general considerations of Sect.
4, we present here in detail a possible treatment of the




















Following the procedure proposed by Ginsberg [9], we de-
















A possible choice of the purely radiative part of the de-
cay distribution (corresponding to a specic analysis of
the experimental data) is to accept all pion and charged
lepton energies within the whole K
e3
Dalitz plot D and
all kinematically allowed values of the Lorentz invariant
x dened in (6.2). (The variable x determines the angle



























































































In (6.3) we have extended the integration over the whole
range of the invariant mass of the unobserved 
`
 system.










































The results for these integrals in the limitM

= 0 can be
found in the Appendix of [9]. (We have checked these ex-
pressions.) Using the denition (6.5), the radiative decay






























































































































The explicit form of the function I
0
can be found in Eq.
(27) of [9]. The coeÆcients c
m;n
were given in Eq. (19) of





















































for ` = e
 
c
for ` = 
: (6.9)
An analytic expression of the integral occurring in (6.6)






















Note that the quantity J
9
(i) given in Eq. (A9) of [11]
(which is needed for the evaluation of U
7
) contains two
crucial mistakes: the plus-sign in the last line of (A9)








second error is irrelevant for ` = e but has disastrous con-
sequences in a certain part of the Dalitz plot for ` = . To
the best of our knowledge none of these errors has been










































































decay with inclusion of isospin-breaking and radiative
corrections. The aim here is to illustrate how one might
proceed in order to extract jV
us
j rather than to give nal
numbers, which would anyhow still depend on the size of
the hitherto unknown two-loop strong interaction contri-
butions. Once they become known, these corrections could
then easily be incorporated into the analysis presented
here.




















































































































































































In order to extract jV
us
j we have to provide a theoret-
ical estimate of the form factor at t = 0 and the phase-
space integral.







In our numerical analysis, we use the physical meson masses
[1]. We now describe the input used for the other quanti-
ties occurring in the form factor expansion.
For the mixing angle dened in (2.9), we are using [20]:
"
(2)
= (1:061 0:083) 10
 2
: (7.7)








entering in (5.4) can be determined from two observables





























































































































= 0:065 0:065 (7.12)








) = ( 0:33 0:08) 10
 3
; (7.13)
with a relatively small error. (Allowing also for higher
order corrections one might prefer [21] a more generous
bound of, say, j
M











The relevant combination of electromagnetic coupling
constants appearing in (5.5) has been estimated by Bij-
nens and Prades [22]. For our numerical analysis we add























= (5:7 6:3) 10
 3
: (7.14)





































= 1:0002 0:0018 0:0013 0:0002
= 1:0002 0:0022: (7.15)
In the last line the three individual errors have been added
in quadrature. The main contribution to the nal error
comes from the uncertainties in (7.7) and (7.13). The
electromagnetic contribution to 
0
   mixing, entering
through (5.5), has very little numerical impact on the cen-
tral value and the uncertainty.
For the coupling constant K
12
entering in the purely
electromagnetic part (5.8) we use a value extracted from






) = ( 4:0 0:5) 10
 3
: (7.16)







 = 0 0:09653 0:3337 0:4618
 6= 0 0:09533 0:3287 0:4535
For the (unknown) \leptonic" constants we resort to the










































= 0:0032 0:0016: (7.18)
In this contribution, the sizeable relative uncertainty is
almost exclusively due to the poor present knowledge of
X
1






(0) this is an
eect of 0:16%.








(0) = 1:0034 0:0027: (7.19)
7.2 The phase space factor
The theoretical prediction for the slope parameter is de-


























= 0:0328 0:0033: (7.21)






). This suggests to use the measured value for
the slope when evaluating the phase space integral.
The numerical coeÆcients a
0;1;2
entering in the phase
space expression (7.6) are reported in Table 1. The num-
bers given here correspond to the specic prescription for
the treatment of real photons described in the previous
section: accept all pion and charged lepton energies within
the whole K
e3
Dalitz plot D and all kinematically allowed
values of the Lorentz invariant x dened in (6.2). (The
variable x determines the angle between the pion and lep-





The inclusion of radiative corrections in this channel





= 0:030, and evaluating (7.6) with a
0;1;2
corresponding to  6= 0 and  = 0 (see Table 1), one can







7.3 Illustrative extraction of jV
us
j
The Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix element jV
us
j can be ex-














































The application of this formula requires, of course, exper-













the emission of real photons has been taken into account
in accordance with the prescription given above. As such
a consistent treatment of the radiative corrections cannot
be guaranteed for all the experimental data included in
the present values [1] of the K
e3
decay parameters given
by the Particle Data Group (PDG), the following analysis
should only be regarded as a preliminary illustration of
the numerics. An up-to-date determination of jV
us
j with
the highest possible precision will then be the task of fu-
ture high statistics K
e3
measurements, and will require
the consistent inclusion of O(p
6

























) = 1:0232 for the
short-distance enhancement factor [7] (leading logarithmic












j = 0:2173 0:0013 0:0008 0:0006
= 0:2173 0:0016; (7.24)
































 0:6% 0:4% 0:3%

: (7.25)
So far, our numerical estimates were based on the the-
oretical result for the form factor up to O(p
4
) in the strong




) for the electromagnetic contributions.
In the case of the pion scattering lengths, it has been
shown explicitly [24] that the strong interaction contribu-
tions of O(p
6
) are of comparable size to the electromag-
netic corrections. (See also [25] for a discussion of elec-
tromagnetic eects in neutral pion scattering.) A similar
feature can also be expected for the K
`3
decays. Although
a calculation of isospin conserving corrections of O(p
6
) is
under way [16], for the time being we have to be content











=  0:016 0:008 (7.26)
given by Leutwyler and Roos already some years ago.
Adding
4











j = 0:2207 0:0013 0:0008 0:0019
= 0:2207 0:0024; (7.28)
which is in agreement with the current PDG value [1],
jV
us
j = 0:2196 0:0023; (7.29)
taken from the analysis in [5].
On the other hand, the unitarity of the Kobayashi{
Maskawa mixing-matrix together with the present exper-





j = 0:2287 0:0034; (7.30)
indicating a possible problem for three-generation mixing.
Whether this discrepancy will survive once two-loop chiral
corrections are included remains to be seen. It is interest-
ing to notice that although these corrections would have
to be about twice the size of the estimate (7.26) in order
to maintain the unitarity of the CKM matrix, they still
would not be unnaturally large from the point of view of






In the present work, we have presented general formulae
for the K
`3
form factors at one loop in the presence of ra-
diative corrections. Two features induced by the electro-
magnetic interactions are worth noticing. First, the form
factors now depend not only on the momentum transfered
between the kaon and pion, but also on a second kinemat-
ical variable. Second, in addition to the usual electromag-
netic low energy constants (K
i
's of Ref. [12]), there are
contributions from four of the local counterterms X
i
intro-
duced in [15]. These counterterms are specic to semilep-
tonic processes of pseudoscalar mesons and renormalize
the ultraviolet divergences induced by the exchange of vir-
tual photons between charged mesons and leptons.
Loops with virtual photons generate also infrared di-
vergences. In order to deal with them, we have analysed
the associated real photon emission processes. We have
given a general description of the changes induced in the
Dalitz plot density, and have proposed a model-independent
procedure for including radiative corrections in the data
analysis. This consists in incorporating the known long-
distance electromagnetic eects into generalized kinemat-
ical densities, while including all the structure dependent
(UV sensitive) terms as corrections to the form factors.
4
Also the input parameters in the strong O(p
4
) part of the
form factor will receive appropriate shifts [26] in a complete




Details of the new kinematical densities will depend even-
tually on the way the specic experimental set-up deals
with real photon emission. For a quite generic set-up con-




mode, correcting some mistakes in earlier
work [11].
Within this framework, we have studied the eect of
radiative corrections in the extraction of the CKM matrix
element jV
us
j from the K
+
e3
mode. As compared to the
pure O(p
4





tromagnetic contributions shifts f
+
(0) by about (0:36 
0:16)%. Moreover, the radiative corrections produce an
eective reduction of -1.27% for the phase space integral.







) is well under control, and it aects the ex-
traction of jV
us
j only marginally compared to present ex-
perimental errors. This feature persists in the case of K
0
e3
mode (not analysed numerically in this work), where the
hadronic uncertainties are even less eective. We think
this is a relevant result of our analysis, opening the road
to a precision determination of jV
us
j, for which the next
two important ingredients are:
{ From the theoretical side: the inclusion of two-loop
chiral corrections.
{ From the experimental side: a new high statistics mea-
surement of branching ratios and slope parameters, in-
cluding radiative corrections in the model-independent
way outlined in this work.
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A Mesonic Loop Functions
The loop function H
PQ



































































































































































































B Photonic Loop Functions
The photonic loop contributions to the K
`3
form factors


























follows we denote by v the Mandelstam variable appropri-
ate to each decay. In order to express the loop functions
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